In this paper, we demonstrate how an existing deep learning architecture for automatically lip reading individuals can be adapted it so that it can be made speaker independent, and by doing so, improved accuracies can be achieved on a variety of different speakers. The architecture itself is multi-layered consisting of a convolutional neural network, but if we are to apply an initial edge detection-based stage to pre-process the image inputs so that only the contours are required, the architecture can be made to be less speaker favourable.
INTRODUCTION
Attempts that have been made to automate lip reading entail both deep learning and non-deep learning based methodologies. Non-deep learning related methods such as Hidden Markov Models [1] account for the majority of approaches; while there have been recent attempts to automate lip reading through the use of artificial neural networks including Garg et al [2] , Wand et al [3] , Chung and Zisserman's works from 2016 [4] and 2017 [5] , as well as LipNet's [6] most recent attempt which is scrutinised in this paper.
Several obstacles to automated lip reading exist including the inability to distinguish between homoviseme words i.e. words with characters that produce the exact the same lip movements despite being intrinsically different and sounding different, as well as the insufficient supply of datasets that is needed to train effective models and datasets that we have available to us only cover a small range of topics with limited vocabulary [7] . There is also the issue that different people have different facial appearances, and individual people will have lip features that are unique to that person. For this reason, the focus of this paper is to elaborate on how automated lip reading can be tailored to become speaker independent [8] .
LipNet made one of the most successful attempts at automating lip reading with a reported 95.2% accuracy achieved when recognising speech within 29,000 videos of people speaking in standard structured sentences [6] contained within the GRID corpus [8] . However, the performance can partly be attributed to the fact that the system was tested on videos consisting of the very same people it was tested on and LipNet does not perform as well when evaluated on different people to those used in the training phase. This paper addresses how a neural network architecture can be made to be speaker independent through the use of contour mapping.
METHODOLOGY

Review of feature extraction methods
There are a variety of feature extraction based methods used for lip reading. We will not delve into the explicit details behind all the different feature extraction methods because they are extensive and not the focus of this paper, though they can generally be divided into four categories. These include geometric-based methods, image-based methods, model-based methods and motion-based methods [9] .
Geometric-based approaches require geometric information of the moving lips such as the width, height, area and perimeter to be extracted as features [10] .
Image-based approaches will use either raw image pixel data as the feature or will have applied some form of transformation to the image pixel data to convert it to a form of spatial frequency to be used as the feature. The raw image pixel data will either be in colour consisting of 3 channels of pixels for red, green and blue components; or it will be grayscale and in black and white with 1 channel for intensity [11] [12] [13] .
For model-based approaches, a model of visual speech "articulators" such as the lip contours are constructed and the model's parameters are then used as the feature. Active-appearance models(AAM) [14] and active shape models(ASM) [15] are two examples of such approaches as well as a variety of edge detection based methods briefly talked about in Subsection 2.5.
Motion-based feature extraction methods are where descriptions of the motion observed during the uttering of lips get extracted as features. Optical flow is typically used to estimate the motion of the lips in images between two frames of speaking lips [16] .
Deep learning based lip reading would fall into the categories of either image-based approaches when using pixel data from images of person's lips, or model-based approaches if one were to use lip contours as the input feature, and these two forms of feature extraction are the focus of this paper. The use of pixel data as the input of a neural network has the advantage of requiring less pre-processing because pixel data can form the direct input of a neural network, however, lip contours do give a better representation of spoken vocabulary given that a contour can be used to model vocabulary spoken by different speakers. The same cannot be said for pixel data because the varying appearances of different people's mouths creates a form a noise when a neural network architecture is trained on one speaker but evaluated on a different speaker.
Dataset
The GRID audio-visual corpus consists of 34 speakers with 1000 sentences [8] each following a standard sequence of verbs, then colours, followed by prepositions, alphabet, digits, and adverbs [8] . "Bin blue at b eight now" is an example of one such sentence and each video consists of a different sentence.
The video data within the database consists of two parts; the first being videos of length 3 seconds that have been converted into image frames having been sampled at 25 frames per second ( Figure 1 shows an example of a video sampled in to image frames), and the second being the subtitles consisting of words that are spoken at each time step. The subtitles are word transcriptions that will have been sub-sampled at 25 kHz and there will be subtitle files with three columns pertaining to the word, starting time and stopping time. 
LipNet Architecture
The LipNet architecture (as shown in Figure 2 ) consists of a 3D Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) [17] in connection with a Gated Recurrent Neural Network(GRU) [18] , while a connectionist temporal classification (CTC) loss mechanism [19] has been included for the purposes of word alignment. All layers within the architecture use rectified linear unit activation functions.
Videos are pre-processed into image frames(being sampled at a rate of 25 frames per second) and it is the image frames that form the input of the CNN. The CNN is used for word classification and has input dimensions in the form of image height, image width and time. The stages of convolution, pooling, normalisation, and backpropagation are included, in addition to a drop-out feature intended to reduce overfitting [17] . Figure 2 . LipNet architecture taking in video images frames as an input followed by the 3D CNN, the GRU and the CTC loss mechanism [19] The GRU's purpose in the architecture is to predict sentences by predicting the next word after one or more words. The GRU has a "Spell" architecture which contains sentence data that is required to create the context for it to function. Normally the sentence data would be subtitles found in the training videos [18] . Table 1 gives details of the input size of each layer in the second column and the last column gives details regarding the dimensions of each layer. C denotes the number of colour channels, F denotes the number of frames, W denotes the image width and H denotes the image height. D and F both denote the feature dimensions and the number of words present in the word vocabulary. [8] dataset and LipNet had previously applied their own architecture to two different scenarios. The first scenario was "overlapped-speakers", where a selection of videos from each GRID speaker were used for training and the remaining videos from each speaker would be used for the model evaluation phase, while the other scenario of "unseen speakers" had no overlap, i.e. videos used for training came from separate speakers to those used for evaluation.
For the "unseen speakers" scenario, LipNet was trained on video data from 29 of the GRID speakers, while video data belonging to four of the speakers [1, 2, 20, 22] were used for testing with remaining videos for speaker 21 missing. There are some videos from the 29 speakers that have been omitted because they are either corrupt or in a form that is not compatible with the LipNet architecture. The training dataset consists of 28775 videos with 3971 that have been used for testing [8] (as shown in Table 2 ).
When evaluating the LipNet architecture, we used a learning rate of 1 × 10−4 and a dropout rate of 0.5 while for every epoch of the simulation, videos were grouped into minibatches of 50. Weights are randomly set at the start of the training phas architecture processing. Case 1 e in o six now e in x one soon ue a x e again at e zero pleas word error rates Table 4 .
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Contour Mapping
Various spoken words and characters produce distinct lip movements and by spotting the lip movements, one can decode what has been said even if there is no audio present. However because different people have lips of different sizes, shapes and skin colour, this can cause "noise" to be created during the convolution stages of a CNN as the network may be trained on one person speaking, but evaluated on a different person speaking. The convolution of different pixel values can affect the output.
Through the use of contour mapping, we can make different people's lips uniform when inputted into the network as it is only the shape of the person's lips that is needed for the speech to be decoded. Using the Pillow library in Python we can extract the contour of a person's lips. In this paper we have constructed a single layer CNN to compare the outcome of utilising standard lip images and the images after the implementation of contour mapping.
A variety of edge detection methods can be used to locate the edge of objects contained within images and they are all based on calculating the change in pixel intensities or brightness including the Sobel operator [20] , Roberts cross operator [21] , Prewitt edge detector [22] , Canny edge detector [23] and the "ultrametric" segmentation algorithm developed by The Computer Vision Group at Berkeley [24] to name a few. For the sake of demonstrating the concept of contour mapping, one of the simplest edge detection algorithms available which is a kernel based function contained within the Pillow library of Python has been implemented.
The edge detection algorithm applies a kernel function G with components Gr for red pixels, Gg for green pixels and Gb for blue pixels (Equation 3). This function is applied to the image I(with components Ir, Ig, Ib that correspond to the red, green and blue pixel components respectively), and convoluted to produce output C(also with components Cr, Cg, Cb that correspond to the red, green and blue pixel components). These operations are shown in Equations 4 to 7.
The output will show us where the sharpest changes of pixel variation in an image lie. The output is a representation of pixel gradient or change in pixel magnitude over position, whereby the edges of an image will always show the largest change in pixel magnitude resulting in indices of large magnitude in the output matrix. However, regions of an image that have a consistent intensity with little variation in pixels values will produce indices of small or near zero magnitude in the output.
We have extracted the central image frame of three different people pronouncing the letter "e" from the GRID dataset (speakers labelled s4, s5 and s6). One epoch of the CNN architecture will then be applied to the images for two different phases. Phase 1 deals with the natural images and Phase 2 deals with images after contour mapping has been applied. Figure 3 shows lip movement images in the order of s4, s5 and s6 with natural image next to is contoured image. Table 6 e outputs result of unction), because tested on speaker s4, the probabilities are more evenly distributed and s4 in the testing phase was not even the most probable outcome. The probabilities being more evenly distributed in Phase 2 in comparison to Phase 1 demonstrates how we can make a neural network like LipNet less favourable towards the speaker it was trained on. 100.0 10.0 86.4 100.0 Contour mapping is useful not only for the purposes of ensuring that the neural network does not favour any particular speakers, but it is also useful to reduce the effects of overfitting. If one is to compare the output probabilities of Phases 1 and 2, the relative predictions scores are a lot closer together in terms of magnitude. This results in the softmax probability outputs being more evenly distributed.
CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated how a neural network architecture for automated lip reading can be made speaker independent by not favouring the speaker which the architecture was trained on through the implementation of contour mapping. In the process of the demonstrating the concept, we have also shown that overfitting is reduced too.
There are further improvements that could be made such as further improving on accuracy by eliminating noise that is contained within the contoured images or even calculating the midpoint of a person's lower and upper lip and joining the coordinates to take into account people who have different lip sizes. We can even test out all the edge detection methods use for extracting the outlines of objects in images.
An architecture like LipNet could even be retrained by applying contour mapping to the entire GRID dataset and recreating the two scenarios of "overlapped speakers" and "unseen speakers" to see if improved accuracies are yielded.
